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based annotation of paintings with artistic concepts, where
explicit annotations of color and brushwork artistic concepts
serve as the basis for annotating higher-level concepts such as
the artist names, painting styles etc. In this work, we focus on
the explicit annotation of paintings with brushwork classes that
facilitate further identification of the artists, painting styles and
periods of art. The brushwork concepts serve as meta-level
knowledge for the domain-specific ontology. Table 1 gives
examples of brushwork classes that refer to the techniques of
depiction used by famous artists from Medieval to Modern
periods of art.

ABSTRACT
Many recent studies perform annotation of paintings based on
brushwork. In these studies the brushwork is modeled indirectly
as part of the annotation of high-level artistic concepts such as
the artist name using low-level texture. In this paper, we
develop a serial multi-expert framework for explicit annotation
of paintings with brushwork classes. In the proposed framework,
each individual expert implements transductive inference by
exploiting both labeled and unlabelled data. To minimize the
problem of noise in the feature space, the experts select
appropriate features based on their relevance to the brushwork
classes. The selected features are utilized to generate several
models to annotate the unlabelled patterns. The experts select
the best performing model based on Vapnik combined bound.
The transductive annotation using multiple experts out-performs
the conventional baseline method in annotating patterns with
brushwork classes.

Due to the large variety of brushwork patterns, we utilize a
number of statistical and signal processing features for their
representation. This results in high-dimensional feature space
that inevitably leads to the loss of accuracy due to the ‘curse of
dimensionality’ [3]. To improve the annotation accuracy in
tasks with high-dimensional feature space, multi-expert
frameworks have been proposed [12, 13]. Along this direction,
we have previously developed a framework for brushwork
annotation using serial combinations of multiple experts [11],
which performs step-wise disambiguation of patterns. The
decision process successively reduces the set of candidate class
labels at the intermediate nodes (decisions) of the pre-defined
decision hierarchy to achieve the final annotation at the terminal
nodes. Individual experts associated with the decision hierarchy
nodes estimate the most likely set of candidate class labels for
the input patterns. In this paper, we extend the individual
experts to perform transductive inference. Instead of trying to
learn the general hypothesis to predict labels of the future
unseen instances, transductive inference aims to predict the
labels of currently available unlabelled patterns. It incorporates
information about unlabelled instances, thus yielding tighter
upper bound for the testing error as compared to inductive
inference [2][15]. In particular, we implement transductive
inference for individual experts using Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM), since in many circumstances the data density can
provide good clues regarding the candidates’ class labels. The
experts cluster both unlabelled and labeled patterns, employ EM
method to achieve tight clusters and annotate the unlabelled
patterns based on the labeled patterns found within sufficiently
“pure” clusters. The experts selects sufficiently “pure” clusters
in the cluster space based on the distribution of labels within a
cluster and the desired labels (subsets of labels) that are predefined by its respective sub-task within the decision hierarchy.
The performance of individual experts depends on the features
used. To provide the expert with appropriate features, we
perform automated scoring of features in accordance to their
relevance to the brushwork classes based on the Chi-square
statistics. This method is similar to the selection of important
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1. INTRODUCTION
Visual characteristics of paintings such as color, brushwork, and
composition constitute a large body of artistic concepts that
facilitate expert analysis in the paintings domain. They closely
relate to high-level semantic information of painting such as the
artist names, painting styles and fine art periods. These concepts
have been used for painting analysis to support applications
such as brush-stroke detection and image annotation etc [4, 7, 9,
10, 11]. Several studies [4, 7] performed automatic brushwork
analysis for the annotation of paintings with artist names. These
methods directly modeled the artist profile based on low-level
features. Such approach yields limited accuracy because of two
drawbacks. First, it does not incorporate domain-specific
knowledge for the disambiguation of results. Second, since
brushwork is not represented explicitly in such a framework, the
introduction of other high-level concepts in arts domain will
require additional training. To alleviate these problems, in our
previous work [9], we proposed the framework for ontologyCopyright is held by the author/owner(s).
MM'06, October 23–27, 2006, Santa Barbara, California, USA.
ACM 1-59593-447-2/06/0010.
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attributes for rule induction used in [5]. From the feature
selection point of view, this method represents the feature
filtering approach, where the relevance of features is established
based on the class labels of the labeled patterns. To further
improve the accuracy of the annotation results, the expert
performs model selection step, which involves adaptive learning
of the best cut-off threshold for the feature scores and selecting
the optimal number of mixture components within the predefined range. To select the best model, the expert first trains
several models based on different values of the cut-off threshold
for the weighted feature scores and the number of mixture
components. Each of the mixture models represents a hypothesis
for annotating the unlabelled patterns. Next, the expert evaluates
the generated hypothesis based on Vapnik combined bound [2,
15], and chooses the one that minimizes it for the assignment of
candidate labels.

3. TRANSDUCTIVE INFERENCE WITH
MULTIPLE SERIAL EXPERTS
3.1 Serial multi-expert framework
The decision process within the framework starts with all
classes and the original dataset including both labeled and
unlabelled patterns. Within the decision hierarchy, it
progressively reduces the subset of candidate classes to which a
pattern might belong. We denote the subset of candidate classes
the target set. We formalize the reduction of the target size as
follows. The expert at the i-th level has the input vector (X,Si-1)
received from the ancestor node and generates the output vector
Si, where X represents a pattern. Si represents the set of classes
to which the expert of i-th level believes the pattern X might
belong and the set Si is a subset of its respective set Si-1 (Sn⊂ Sn-1
⊂ Si …⊂ S0). During the annotation process, if the terminal node
is reached, then the unlabelled patterns under this node are
labeled with a single element of Si.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the features used to model brushwork patterns. Section
3 details the serial multi-expert framework for transductvie
annotation of brushwork.
In Section 4 we present the
experimental results, followed by conclusions in Section 5.

Figure 2 demonstrates the decision hierarchy used in our task.
This hierarchy is designed manually based on knowledge of
painting domain. At the first level of the decision hierarchy, the
expert splits the entire dataset and generates three target sets:
{“impasto”, “grattage” and “devisionism”}, {“scumbling”,
“glazing”
and
“shading”}
and
{“pointillism”
and
“mezzapasta”}. The generated target sets represent intermediate
nodes of the second level, each of which is associated with an
individual expert.

2. BRUSHWORK ANALYSIS
Table 1 demonstrates that our brushwork collection includes
mostly stochastic textures. They exhibit a variety of properties
such as directional (for example, “impasto”), non-directional
(“pointillism”), contrasting (“divisionism”) and smooth
(“mezzapasta”). In terms of the spatial homogeneity, we can
roughly group the brushwork patterns as homogeneous
(“mezzapasta” and “pointillism”), weakly homogeneous
(“divisionism”) and inhomogeneous (“scumbling”, “shading”
and “glazing”).

All classes
Impasto, Grattage,
Divisionism

Scumbling,
Glazing,
Shading

Table 1. Examples of brushwork classes
Shading

Glazing

Mezzapasta

Grattage

Scumbling

Impasto

Pointillism

Divisionism

Grattage

Shading

Impasto
Divisionism
Divisionism

Comparative studies have shown that no single texture feature is
the best for all kinds of textures found in brushwork patterns.
We extract major colors with account for their perceptual
similarity [1] and calculate complimentary and chiaroscuro
contrast [10]. To capture directional properties of the texture
patterns, we employ the directional histograms of image edges
and gradients and multi-resolution Gabor Texture features [8].
To capture a variety of texture properties found in regular
textures, we employ Dyadic Wavelet Transfrom with
Daubechies filter banks. We extract entropy, residue and energy
of the filter responses for each sub-band at each decomposition
level. To represent non-regular textures (such as “scumbling”
and “shading”), we utilize the extended self-similar (ESS)
model [9] that measures isotopic and directional Hurst
parameters at several decomposition scales. We utilize the
statistical moment descriptors to extract brushwork surface from
the brushwork patches. We employ Zernike moments proposed
by Teague for the shape and surface description [22]. These
features are useful for the representation of such classes as
“glazing”, “shading” and “scumbling”.

Impasto

Mezzapasta
Pointillism

Mezzapasta
Scumbling
Glazing
Glazing

Pointillism
Scumbling

Figure 1. The decision hierarchy for brushwork annotation
The first second-level expert aims to split the “grattage” class
from “impasto” and “divisionism” classes, where a “grattage”
patterns significantly differ from “impasto” and “divisionism”
due to the presence of a large number of edges. The second
expert assesses its input patterns by roughness. This leads to the
terminal node “shading”, since this class exhibits more
roughness as compared to “scumbling” and “glazing”. The third
expert analyzes the patterns belonging to only two classes, and
hence produces the terminal nodes for “mezzapasta” and
“pointillism”. Patterns in these two classes vary with respect to
the roughness and the number of colors they exhibit. At the third
level, the decision hierarchy has only two unresolved
intermediate
nodes:
{“impasto”,
“divisionism”}
and
{“scumbling” “glazing”}. “Impasto” and “divisionism” patterns
differ with respect to local color contrast information, while
“scumbling” and “glazing” differ in terms of texture smoothness
and gradients.
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c respectively. The expert measures the purity of clusters based
on the class labels in its output target sets. The unlabelled
patterns that fall in the pure clusters receive the candidate class
label of that cluster. The unlabelled patterns in impure clusters
are assigned the label of the biggest labeled class in the input
target set.

In this paper, we employ Class Set Reduction and Class Set
Reevaluation [12] strategies for annotation using the serial
multi-expert framework. The Class Set Reduction requires the
experts to generate a subset of candidate class labels from the
original set of candidate class labels received from the ancestor
node. The Class Set Reevaluation extends the intermediate
nodes to facilitate additional analysis: if the unlabelled patterns
are assigned labels with high confidence, then these assignments
become final and the decision process does not evaluates these
patterns further.

3.4 Model Selection
The overall performance of the serial multi-expert framework
relies on the performance of transductive inference implemented
within the individual experts, which in turn depends on the
quality of the generated clusters. To perform annotation, the
expert trains the mixture model based on the features relevant to
the classes in its input target set. However, it is unclear which
cut-off threshold for the class weighted features and the number
of mixture components would be the most appropriate for each
individual expert. To perform annotation based on the least
erroneous model, the expert first trains several models based on
different cut-off thresholds and number of mixture components.
Second, it select the best model in the generated pool based on
Vapnik’s combined bound. For each trained model we have its
respective hypothesis h, the full sample risk R(Xl+u), the
transduction risk (or test error) R(Xu) and the training error
R(Xl). The Vapnik’s criterion facilitates the estimation of the
testing error based on training error R(Xl) and on the bounded
deviation between the two random variables R(Xu) and R(Xl)
around their mean R(Xl+u). To calculate the Vapnik’s combined
bound, we employ the method proposed in [2]. Figure 2
demonstrates the model selection algorithm.

3.2 Class Weighted Feature Score
To provide the expert with the feature relevance information, we
calculated feature scores with respect to each brushwork class.
We first calculate tight clusters in the feature space using
iterative K-means method. Since the K-means clustering
minimizes the intra-cluster distance, the data points within a
cluster are somewhat close to each other in the feature space and
exhibit relatively small variances along some of the feature
dimensions. Thus, feature dimension is more likely to be
relevant to the cluster if the projection of the cluster on this
dimension has a smaller variance. Second, we employ Chisquare statistics to compare the feature value distributions
between this cluster and the whole dataset. Intuitively, if the
distributions are similar, then the analyzed feature is not
representative of the cluster and its Chi-square statistics is
comparatively low. We represent the feature distributions using
the normalized histograms of each feature in the cluster and the
whole dataset. To measure the similarity of distributions, we
employ Pearson’s Chi-Square test: X2=Σ(Oi - Ei)2/Ei, where we
treat the i-th histogram bin of the feature distribution in a cluster
and the overall dataset as the observed counts Oi, and expected
counts Ei respectively. Using the Chi-square statistics we obtain
the relevance score of the analyzed feature with respect to a
cluster. Third, we combine the feature scores of clusters to
calculate the feature scores of the brushwork classes. We
perform weighting of each cluster with respect to the brushwork
classes based on the number of labeled patterns of each class
found within a cluster. Lastly, we combine the feature scores of
a cluster, the cluster weights and the normalized size of clusters
to calculate the class weighted feature scores. The experts utilize
the class weighted feature scores during the model selection step
discussed in Section 3.4.

Input:
A full sample set Xl+u and training sample set Xl,
Feature weighted scores FS(Lj) for the candidate class labels Lj,
A maximum number of mixture components K,
A set of cut-off thresholds for the feature ranks Tf
Output:
Candidate class labels of the test set Xu
Algorithm:
1. For each cut-off threshold tf∈ Tf and number k of mixture
components, 2 ≤ k ≤ K, train GMM on Xl+u to generate (K-1)×|Tf|
number of models {Mk,tf};
2. Based on the training set, employ the cluster purity measure to
generate a set {hk,tf} of (K-1)×|Tf| hypotheses corresponding to the
models;
3. For each hypothesis {hk,tf} calculate its training error R(Xl) and its
Vapnik combined bound
4. Output a list of candidate class labels for Xu using {hk,tf} with the
smallest Vapnik’s bound.

3.3 Individual Experts
For each individual expert, the decision hierarchy predefines its
input target set TSi and output target sets TSO1 and TSO2. To
implement individual experts, we train probabilistic mixture
model GMM using EM algorithm. This model approximates the
patterns of TSi as k clusters in the feature space using parametric
Gaussian distributions G(μ1,Σ1)….G(μK,ΣK). Next, the expert
maximizes the calculated posterior probabilities p(xj,G(μi,Σi)) to
estimate which cluster the pattern xj is likely to belong to. Based
on the cluster membership, the expert performs annotation of
the unlabelled patterns using the cluster purity measure. We
define “pure” cluster of class X as the cluster in which more
than 75% of the labeled patterns are of that class (or a subset of
classes). The cluster purity represents the degree to which the
calculated cluster contains labels of class X and is defined as
p(c)=NX/Nall, where NX and Nall denote the number of labeled
patterns of class X and the overall number of patterns in cluster

Figure 2. Model selection performed by experts

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
For our experiments, we extract 4880 patches of size 32x32
from 30 paintings of Renaissance, Fauvism, Impressionism,
Post-Impressionism, Expressionism and Pointillism painting
styles. We randomly select 75% of the dataset for training and
use the remaining patterns for testing. Figure 3 demonstrates the
distribution of brushwork classes in the training and testing sets.
Figure 4 shows the weighted score of each feature with respect
to brushwork classes. The figure groups the individual features
in groups and shows the weighted scores of the feature group (Y
axis).
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performances are comparable. Lastly, the Class Reduction
strategy strategy generates less erroneous annotations as
compared to the Class Reevaluation strategy. This is because the
latter strategy performs the final assignment of patterns at the
intermediate nodes and it could achieve only partial
disambiguation of these patterns, resulting in additional errors.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 3. Distribution of the class labels in the dataset

In this paper we extended the earlier proposed serial multiexpert framework for brushwork annotation with transductive
inference method implemented at the level of individual experts,
with automatic feature selection and adaptive model selection.
In future we aim to employ the proposed framework to annotate
higher-level semantic concepts of painting styles, artist names,
periods of art etc.
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